TOWN OF SUMMERVILLE
TREE PROTECTION BOARD – AGENDA
September 12, 2022 – 9:00 AM
Town Hall, Town Council Chambers
The meeting will be live-streamed through the live-streaming link on the Town’s website:
www.summervillesc.gov
For additional information regarding items on this agenda including any public hearings, please contact
the Planning Department at planning@summervillesc.gov or 843.998.3811. Applications and related
documents for this meeting are available for review at any time at www.summervillesc.gov/AgendaCenter.
Approval of Minutes
August 8, 2022 minutes
Old Business
New Business
1. 106 Shenandoah Court – Removal of one Oak and one Maple tree
2. 416 Glen Eagles Drive – Removal of two Oak trees
3. 819 W. 1st North Street – Removal of six trees
4. 207 Gibbon Court – Removal of two Sweet Gum trees
5. 209 Winter Drive – Removal of one Oak tree
6. 104 Guilford Drive – Removal of five Pine trees
7. 201 Angora Way – Removal of one Pine tree
8. 204 Four Iron Drive – Removal of five Pine trees
9. 199 Angora Way – Removal of one Pine and one Oak tree
Miscellaneous
1. Discussion about red heart disease in pines
Adjournment
Posted, September 2, 2022

Tree Protection Board Minutes
August 8, 2022
Members Present:
Danny Burbage
David Morris
Peter Wallace
Faye Campbell
Staff Present:
Becca Zimmerman, Planner II
Bill Salisbury, Arborist
Pamela Wike, Planner I
Tim Macholl, Zoning Administrator (partial)
The meeting was called to order at 9:00 am. Mr. Wallace asked for consideration of the July 11,
2022 meeting minutes. Mr. Burbage made a motion for approval of the minutes as presented.
Mr. Morris seconded the motion. The motion carried unanimously.
Old Business
1. 3878 Ladson Road – Removal of 40 Pine trees, 33 Oak trees, and 28 Other trees
Ms. Myers, a representative, was present and described the updated plans based on the Tree
Protection Boards feedback. They will be saving about 26 trees that were located in the
proposed building area and cross connection driveway area. She stated the only trees being
removed are for the stormwater pond and the Take 5 building. Mr. Wallace stated he would like
to see the math and wanted more information on the future cross connection driveway. Mr.
Burbage asked about planting canopy trees. Ms. Myers said Stormwater has a concern about
canopy trees being too close to the stormwater facility, but we are trying to fit as many canopy
trees as we can and also the Dominion Utility transmission right-of-way in the front creates some
limits. Discussion continued. Mr. Macholl stated only trees in the path of development can be
looked at for removal and the second lot can come back within six years. Mr. Wallace asked for
a motion. Mr. Burbage made a motion to approve as submitted. Mr. Wallace seconded the
motion. The motion carried unanimously.
New Business
1. 103 Cuthbert Street – Removal of one Pine tree
Ms. Riley, the property owner, and Mr. Rice with Southern Roots were present. Mr. Wallace
discussed the application. Mr. Morris stated that the tree possibly has red heart and is leaning
over the house. Mr. Burbage agreed with Mr. Morris and he approves the trees removal due to it
being compromised. Mr. Wallace stated the tree’s age is an issue as well. Discussion continued.

Mr. Wallace suggested planting a canopy tree in the yard. Ms. Riley stated she plans to do so.
Mr. Wallace made a motion to approve one pine tree with mitigation of one canopy tree. Ms.
Campbell seconded the motion. The motion carried unanimously. Mr. Morris added he would
like to see the red heart once the tree work is done. Mr. Rice said he would save some of the
tree.
2. 429 Dogwood Circle – Removal of six Pine trees and two Oak trees
Mr. Dereeper, the property owner, was present. Mr. Wallace started with tree #1, stating that
there was not a lot of canopy and it was beyond its prime. Mr. Burbage stated he saw no
structural issues, but due to the small canopy, the dead in the canopy, and its proximity to the
driveway, he would approve the trees removal. Mr. Wallace moved on to trees #2 and #3,
stating they are water oaks and dropping branches. Mr. Wallace then moved on to tree #4. Mr.
Morris stated the tree only had seven live limbs. Mr. Wallace then discussed tree #5 and
mentioned the tree was struck by lightning. Mr. Burbage discussed the exposed wood and
suggested monitoring the trees canopy or to have a certified arborist inspect the tree. Ms.
Campbell asked the applicant when the lightning strike happened. Mr. Dereeper said the
lightning strike happened last Fall. Discussion of tree #5 continued. Mr. Wallace then moved on
to trees #6, #7, #8, which were large healthy pine trees. Mr. Dereeper said he was concerned
about the trees damaging the house. Mr. Wallace stated they did not see any encroachment onto
the AC unit and he suggested air excavating to see if the roots are challenging the house. Ms.
Campbell stated the cost of air excavation is much cheaper than tree removal. Mr. Morris stated
there are 14 grand pine trees on the lot and in Twin Oaks Subdivision some trees can outgrow the
lot. Mr. Burbage made a motion to approve the removal of trees #1, #2, #3, and #4 and deny
trees #5, #6, #7, and #8, but to alert the Board if a problem arises. Mr. Morris seconded the
motion. The motion carried unanimously.
3. 105 W. Shepard Lane – Removal of three Gum trees
No representative was present. Mr. Salisbury stated tree #1 in the front yard is healthy, tree #2 in
the back yard is damaging the patio, and #3 in the back yard is healthy. Discussion continued.
Mr. Wallace stated tree #1 had surface roots and he suggested root pruning, tree #2 is close to the
house with big roots. Ms. Campbell made a motion to approve tree #2 and deny trees #1 and #3
and suggested root pruning. Mr. Morris stated they had about 18 trees in their yard and if they
remove trees #2 and #3, not much canopy would be gone. Discussion continued. Mr. Burbage
suggested removing tree #3, but with mitigation. Ms. Campbell agreed with the mitigation
suggestion. Mr. Wallace suggested removing trees #2 and #3 with mitigation and denying tree
#1. Mr. Burbage made a motion to approve the removal of trees #2 and #3 with mitigation
required and deny the removal of tree #1. Ms. Campbell seconded the motion. The motion
carried unanimously.
4. 206 Lenwood Drive – Removal of six Pine trees
Ms. Juergens, the property owner was present and explained the reason for removing the two
trees by the driveway was because they have a letter from the insurance company stating the
driveway has to be fixed because it is a trip hazard. She also stated they would like to widen the

driveway and they do not want anyone tripping in their driveway. Mr. Wallace stated the
driveway definitely needs fixed. Ms. Juergens then stated that they get a lot of pine needles and
sap that falls onto vehicles. Ms. Juergens continued expressing why they are requesting removal.
Discussion continued. Ms. Campbell discussed options for removing pine needles. Ms.
Juergens expressed they would like a back yard they can use and it is a work in progress. Mr.
Morris said tree #1 has a weak spot, #2 is too close for the driveway if it is to be repoured, and
tree #3 is in fair/poor condition, but the rest are ok. Mr. Wallace stated the top is out on tree #3.
Mr. Morris agreed. Mr. Salisbury stated trees #3 and #5 are in poor condition. Discussion
continued. Mr. Burbage made a motion to approve the removal of trees #1, #2, #3 and to deny
trees #4, #5, #6. Ms. Campbell seconded the motion. The motion carried unanimously. Ms.
Juergens discussed her move from MA to SC and that she was new to the tree removal process
and discussed the insurance letter she received.
Miscellaneous
Mr. Wallace requested the reason for removal and the subdivision be in the packets. Mr.
Burbage said the more information they have the better. Mr. Salisbury stated he can add the
subdivision if there is one and the reason for removal.
Adjourn:
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:45 AM on a motion by Ms.
Campbell and a second by Mr. Morris. The motion carried unanimously.
Respectfully submitted,

Date: __________________

Bill Salisbury
Arborist/Natural Resource Planner
Approved: Mr. Wallace, Chair
Ms. Campbell, Vice Chair

; or,
.

STAFF REPORT
Tree Protection Board Meeting
September 12, 2022
To: Town of Summerville Tree Protection Board
From: Bill Salisbury, Arborist/Natural Resource Planner
Date: August 26, 2022
GENERAL
INFORMATION
Property Applicant:

Patti Williams

Owner:

Patti Williams

Requested Action:

Removal of one Oak and one Maple tree

Location:

106 Shenandoah

Guideline Citation:

UDO Section 13.9.1.G

Decisions/Justifications: The TPB may approve, deny, or approve with conditions the application for the removal of a Grand
Tree. No approval shall be granted unless the following one or more of the following conditions are determined to exist:
1. The Grand Tree is diseased, dead or dying; or
2. The Grand Tree poses a safety hazard to nearby buildings, utility lines or pedestrian or vehicular traffic; or
3. The Grand Tree prevents essential grade changes or all reasonable utility installations; or
4. The Grand Tree prevents all reasonable site configurations; or
5. The removal of the Grand Tree is the only reasonable means by which building, zoning, subdivision, health, public safety or
other Town requirements can be met; or
6. Grand Tree is located on the construction site and up to ten feet around the perimeter of the construction site of an approved
building and related driveway parking area when every measure has been explored to preserve existing trees has failed,
including the reconfiguration of the building and or driving/parking areas around the tree; or
7. The lot is of such density with existing trees that the removal of certain protected trees is considered beneficial; or
8. The removal of the Grand Tree has otherwise been approved by the Town Council.

Evaluation:
#1 – 28” Oak, healthy but roots are growing under foundation
#2 – 13” Maple, poor condition, between the sidewalk and the road

STAFF REPORT
Tree Protection Board Meeting
September 12, 2022
To: Town of Summerville Tree Protection Board
From: Bill Salisbury, Arborist/Natural Resource Planner
Date: August 26, 2022
GENERAL
INFORMATION
Property Applicant:

Wallace Moran

Owner:

Wallace Moran

Requested Action:

Removal of two Oak trees

Location:

416 Glen Eagles Drive

Guideline Citation:

UDO Section 13.9.1.G

Decisions/Justifications: The TPB may approve, deny, or approve with conditions the application for the removal of a Grand
Tree. No approval shall be granted unless the following one or more of the following conditions are determined to exist:
1. The Grand Tree is diseased, dead or dying; or
2. The Grand Tree poses a safety hazard to nearby buildings, utility lines or pedestrian or vehicular traffic; or
3. The Grand Tree prevents essential grade changes or all reasonable utility installations; or
4. The Grand Tree prevents all reasonable site configurations; or
5. The removal of the Grand Tree is the only reasonable means by which building, zoning, subdivision, health, public safety or
other Town requirements can be met; or
6. Grand Tree is located on the construction site and up to ten feet around the perimeter of the construction site of an approved
building and related driveway parking area when every measure has been explored to preserve existing trees has failed,
including the reconfiguration of the building and or driving/parking areas around the tree; or
7. The lot is of such density with existing trees that the removal of certain protected trees is considered beneficial; or
8. The removal of the Grand Tree has otherwise been approved by the Town Council.

Evaluation:
#1 – 20” Oak, good condition, healthy
#2 – 16” Oak, good condition, healthy
Reason for removal stated on application: The trees are both growing towards the house and will
fall that way in a storm. A lot of dead branches and debris fall daily. Roots are all growing toward
the house.

STAFF REPORT
Tree Protection Board Meeting
September 12, 2002
To: Town of Summerville Tree Protection Board
From: Bill Salisbury, Arborist/Natural Resource Planner
Date: August 8, 2022
GENERAL
INFORMATION
Property Applicant:

Juanita Edwards

Owner:

Juanita Edwards

Requested Action:

Removal of six Gum trees

Location:

819 W 1st North Street

Guideline Citation:

UDO Section 13.9.1.G

Decisions/Justifications: The TPB may approve, deny, or approve with conditions the application for the removal of a Grand
Tree. No approval shall be granted unless the following one or more of the following conditions are determined to exist:
1. The Grand Tree is diseased, dead or dying; or
2. The Grand Tree poses a safety hazard to nearby buildings, utility lines or pedestrian or vehicular traffic; or
3. The Grand Tree prevents essential grade changes or all reasonable utility installations; or
4. The Grand Tree prevents all reasonable site configurations; or
5. The removal of the Grand Tree is the only reasonable means by which building, zoning, subdivision, health, public safety or
other Town requirements can be met; or
6. Grand Tree is located on the construction site and up to ten feet around the perimeter of the construction site of an approved
building and related driveway parking area when every measure has been explored to preserve existing trees has failed,
including the reconfiguration of the building and or driving/parking areas around the tree; or
7. The lot is of such density with existing trees that the removal of certain protected trees is considered beneficial; or
8. The removal of the Grand Tree has otherwise been approved by the Town Council.

Evaluation:
The trees are in fair condition. According to owner, trees are posing a risk to the property
and foundation.

STAFF REPORT
Tree Protection Board Meeting
September 12, 2022
To: Town of Summerville Tree Protection Board
From: Bill Salisbury, Arborist/Natural Resource Planner
Date: August 10, 2022
GENERAL
INFORMATION
Property Applicant:

Michelle Yaxis

Owner:

Michelle Yaxis

Requested Action:

Removal of two Gum trees

Location:

207 Gibbon

Guideline Citation:

UDO Section 13.9.1.G

Decisions/Justifications: The TPB may approve, deny, or approve with conditions the application for the removal of a Grand
Tree. No approval shall be granted unless the following one or more of the following conditions are determined to exist:
1. The Grand Tree is diseased, dead or dying; or
2. The Grand Tree poses a safety hazard to nearby buildings, utility lines or pedestrian or vehicular traffic; or
3. The Grand Tree prevents essential grade changes or all reasonable utility installations; or
4. The Grand Tree prevents all reasonable site configurations; or
5. The removal of the Grand Tree is the only reasonable means by which building, zoning, subdivision, health, public safety or
other Town requirements can be met; or
6. Grand Tree is located on the construction site and up to ten feet around the perimeter of the construction site of an approved
building and related driveway parking area when every measure has been explored to preserve existing trees has failed,
including the reconfiguration of the building and or driving/parking areas around the tree; or
7. The lot is of such density with existing trees that the removal of certain protected trees is considered beneficial; or
8. The removal of the Grand Tree has otherwise been approved by the Town Council.

Evaluation:
#1 – 22” Gum is healthy
#2 – 18” Gum is healthy
Reason for removal stated on application: The trees are too close to the shed; they are an extreme
hazard for grandchildren play on gum balls - they slip, fly in the air and land on their heads and
backs. We have seven other large trees in the back and side yards.

STAFF REPORT
Tree Protection Board Meeting
September 12, 2022
To: Town of Summerville Tree Protection Board
From: Bill Salisbury, Arborist/Natural Resource Planner
Date: August 11, 2022
GENERAL
INFORMATION
Property Applicant:

Amy Joshua

Owner:

Summer Village MHP

Requested Action:

Removal of six Pine trees

Location:

209 Winter Drive

Guideline Citation:

UDO Section 13.9.1.G

Decisions/Justifications: The TPB may approve, deny, or approve with conditions the application for the removal of a Grand
Tree. No approval shall be granted unless the following one or more of the following conditions are determined to exist:
1. The Grand Tree is diseased, dead or dying; or
2. The Grand Tree poses a safety hazard to nearby buildings, utility lines or pedestrian or vehicular traffic; or
3. The Grand Tree prevents essential grade changes or all reasonable utility installations; or
4. The Grand Tree prevents all reasonable site configurations; or
5. The removal of the Grand Tree is the only reasonable means by which building, zoning, subdivision, health, public safety or
other Town requirements can be met; or
6. Grand Tree is located on the construction site and up to ten feet around the perimeter of the construction site of an approved
building and related driveway parking area when every measure has been explored to preserve existing trees has failed,
including the reconfiguration of the building and or driving/parking areas around the tree; or
7. The lot is of such density with existing trees that the removal of certain protected trees is considered beneficial; or
8. The removal of the Grand Tree has otherwise been approved by the Town Council.

Evaluation:
This Oak tree is growing next to the mobile home; it has been brought to TPB twice previously.
Reason for removal stated on application: The tree is approximately 1’ from the foundation with
aggressive roots growing under the home.

STAFF REPORT
Tree Protection Board Meeting
September 12, 2022
To: Town of Summerville Tree Protection Board
From: Bill Salisbury, Arborist/Natural Resource Planner
Date: August 17, 2022
GENERAL
INFORMATION
Property Applicant:

Catrina Collett

Owner:

Catrina Collett

Requested Action:

Removal of six Pine trees

Location:

104 Guilford Drive

Guideline Citation:

UDO Section 13.9.1.G

Decisions/Justifications: The TPB may approve, deny, or approve with conditions the application for the removal of a Grand
Tree. No approval shall be granted unless the following one or more of the following conditions are determined to exist:
1. The Grand Tree is diseased, dead or dying; or
2. The Grand Tree poses a safety hazard to nearby buildings, utility lines or pedestrian or vehicular traffic; or
3. The Grand Tree prevents essential grade changes or all reasonable utility installations; or
4. The Grand Tree prevents all reasonable site configurations; or
5. The removal of the Grand Tree is the only reasonable means by which building, zoning, subdivision, health, public safety or
other Town requirements can be met; or
6. Grand Tree is located on the construction site and up to ten feet around the perimeter of the construction site of an approved
building and related driveway parking area when every measure has been explored to preserve existing trees has failed,
including the reconfiguration of the building and or driving/parking areas around the tree; or
7. The lot is of such density with existing trees that the removal of certain protected trees is considered beneficial; or
8. The removal of the Grand Tree has otherwise been approved by the Town Council.

Evaluation:
#1 – 22” pine, healthy
#2 – 20” pine, healthy
#3 – 29” Pine, co-dominate leaders with some intruding bark in the saddle
#4 – 23” Pine, healthy, very close to sidewalk, the top has had damage in top but has grown back
#5 – 13” Pine, under the power lines with top cut out
#6 – 15” Pine, under the power lines with top cut out
Reason for removal stated on application: The trees in the front of the house broke the water line into
the house. Water line has been repaired. In the rear of the home, pine trees are too close and causing
the ground to shift, roots are breaking the concrete.

STAFF REPORT
Tree Protection Board Meeting
September 12, 2022
To: Town of Summerville Tree Protection Board
From: Bill Salisbury, Arborist/Natural Resource Planner
Date: August 22, 2022
GENERAL
INFORMATION
Property Applicant:

Danny and Kathy Greene

Owner:

Danny and Kathy Greene

Requested Action:

Removal of one Pine tree

Location:

201 Angora Way

Guideline Citation:

UDO Section 13.9.1.G

Decisions/Justifications: The TPB may approve, deny, or approve with conditions the application for the removal of a Grand
Tree. No approval shall be granted unless the following one or more of the following conditions are determined to exist:
1. The Grand Tree is diseased, dead or dying; or
2. The Grand Tree poses a safety hazard to nearby buildings, utility lines or pedestrian or vehicular traffic; or
3. The Grand Tree prevents essential grade changes or all reasonable utility installations; or
4. The Grand Tree prevents all reasonable site configurations; or
5. The removal of the Grand Tree is the only reasonable means by which building, zoning, subdivision, health, public safety or
other Town requirements can be met; or
6. Grand Tree is located on the construction site and up to ten feet around the perimeter of the construction site of an approved
building and related driveway parking area when every measure has been explored to preserve existing trees has failed,
including the reconfiguration of the building and or driving/parking areas around the tree; or
7. The lot is of such density with existing trees that the removal of certain protected trees is considered beneficial; or
8. The removal of the Grand Tree has otherwise been approved by the Town Council.

Evaluation:
The Pine tree in the backyard has a co-dominant top with a weak crotch. Limbs have broken off
and broken the siding on the house.

STAFF REPORT
Tree Protection Board Meeting
September 12, 2022
To: Town of Summerville Tree Protection Board
From: Bill Salisbury, Arborist/Natural Resource Planner
Date: August 23, 2022
GENERAL
INFORMATION
Property Applicant:

Shawn McBride

Owner:

Shawn McBride

Requested Action:

Removal of five Pine trees

Location:

204 Four Iron Drive

Guideline Citation:

UDO Section 13.9.1.G

Decisions/Justifications: The TPB may approve, deny, or approve with conditions the application for the removal of a Grand
Tree. No approval shall be granted unless the following one or more of the following conditions are determined to exist:
1. The Grand Tree is diseased, dead or dying; or
2. The Grand Tree poses a safety hazard to nearby buildings, utility lines or pedestrian or vehicular traffic; or
3. The Grand Tree prevents essential grade changes or all reasonable utility installations; or
4. The Grand Tree prevents all reasonable site configurations; or
5. The removal of the Grand Tree is the only reasonable means by which building, zoning, subdivision, health, public safety or
other Town requirements can be met; or
6. Grand Tree is located on the construction site and up to ten feet around the perimeter of the construction site of an approved
building and related driveway parking area when every measure has been explored to preserve existing trees has failed,
including the reconfiguration of the building and or driving/parking areas around the tree; or
7. The lot is of such density with existing trees that the removal of certain protected trees is considered beneficial; or
8. The removal of the Grand Tree has otherwise been approved by the Town Council.

Evaluation:
#1-17” Pine in front yard, is leaning towards driveway slightly, dropping limbs on cars
#2-13” Pine in back yard, 5’ from house, healthy
#3-29” Pine in back yard, 2’ from house, healthy
#4 -22” Pine in back yard, healthy
#5-18” Pine, looks like the top was broken out many years ago, otherwise healthy
Reason for removal stated on application: Trees are close to house and drop limbs on roof causing
damage. Feel unsafe in a wind storm, had to replace roof once already due to tree damage.

STAFF REPORT
Tree Protection Board Meeting
September 12, 2022
To: Town of Summerville Tree Protection Board
From: Bill Salisbury, Arborist/Natural Resource Planner
Date: August 22, 2022
GENERAL
INFORMATION
Property Applicant:

Eleanor Dziezak

Owner:

Eleanor Dziezak

Requested Action:

Removal of one Pine and one Oak tree

Location:

199 Angora Way

Guideline Citation:

UDO Section 13.9.1.G

Decisions/Justifications: The TPB may approve, deny, or approve with conditions the application for the removal of a Grand
Tree. No approval shall be granted unless the following one or more of the following conditions are determined to exist:
1. The Grand Tree is diseased, dead or dying; or
2. The Grand Tree poses a safety hazard to nearby buildings, utility lines or pedestrian or vehicular traffic; or
3. The Grand Tree prevents essential grade changes or all reasonable utility installations; or
4. The Grand Tree prevents all reasonable site configurations; or
5. The removal of the Grand Tree is the only reasonable means by which building, zoning, subdivision, health, public safety or
other Town requirements can be met; or
6. Grand Tree is located on the construction site and up to ten feet around the perimeter of the construction site of an approved
building and related driveway parking area when every measure has been explored to preserve existing trees has failed,
including the reconfiguration of the building and or driving/parking areas around the tree; or
7. The lot is of such density with existing trees that the removal of certain protected trees is considered beneficial; or
8. The removal of the Grand Tree has otherwise been approved by the Town Council.

Evaluation:
#1 – 24” Pine, healthy
#2 – 24” Oak, healthy
Reason for removal stated on application: Pine tree is less than 14 feet from the house and customer
is concerned about hurricane damage, oak tree is growing into the fence.

www.southernrootstreeservice.net

Tree Assessment
Date: 07-22-2022
Property Owner: Trisha Riley
Property Address: 103 Cuthbert Ln, Summerville SC 29483
Contact Info: 843-873-5771
To the Summerville Tree Committee,
On June 27th, 2022, I was contracted to assess the front yard loblolly pine pinus taeda tree at the above address for
Mrs. Riley. The tree in question has an approximate trunk diameter of 30”, stands at a height of approximately 90’ and
is approximately 15’ from the front of Mrs. Riley’s one-story ranch home. At first glance, this particular pine appears to
have no visible defects. After a thorough examination of all the factors involved, my conclusions are that the pine tree
in question does have an unacceptable risk factor and is recommended to be removed.
To objectively assess the situation, I have listed all the negative factors that are at play here:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This tree has a very heavy lean and canopy development over the home which, if failure occurs, Mrs. Riley’s
home will, without a doubt, be impacted.
The limb system on this tree doesn’t start until +60’ making it certain that failure would result in the trunk
system contacting the home without the canopy spreading out the impact over a greater surface area.
The distance of fall before contact is also critical here; meaning that if or when a failure occurs the tree will
have over twice the distance to the ground before contacting the home which increases the force of impact.
The pine tree also has a limited amount of available healthy soil environment since it is surrounded on two
sides by the road and home increasing the likelihood of instability.
Pinus taeda does have a life expectancy of 100-300 years old. Trees that reach the older stages of a life
expectancy are normally in optimal conditions and environment. This pines morphology does not follow ideal
structures. The canopy has too much lean and has grown significantly more on one side (Mrs. Riley’s home)
than the other.

Since the pine tree has no visible wounds, there is likely some amount of root loss. The likelihood of failure may
seem low but due to all the additional conditions, the low-risk rating is raised because of the above facts. If this
tree fails, the damage will be catastrophic. Since this tree is not in a natural environment and is at the end of its
life expectancy and has a very clear target with unacceptable consequences, I label this specific tree a danger to
Mrs. Riley’s home and life. Therefore, my recommendation is that the tree be removed in a timely manner.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me and I thank you for your attention to this matter.
Nathaniel Rice
Southern Roots Tree Service
ISA Certified Arborist SC 6405A
843-901-TREE(8733)

803 S. Main St. |

Summerville, SC 29483 | (843) 901-TREE(8733)

